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Elementary quantum mechanics deals mainly with closed systems, which are isolated from their environment. However, most physical systems are open, in the sense that they exchange energy and particles with their environment. One can find examples of open systems from all areas of physics and engineering but, from a theoretical viewpoint, they have something in common: they can be described by non-Hermitian operators. Non-Hermitian systems have intriguing properties and one notable example is that they can have exceptional points (EPs) — special degeneracies where several normal modes of the system have the same energy and spatial distribution. Due to their counterintuitive properties and recent realizations, EPs have been the focus of immense attention. In this talk, I will present three new applications of EPs: (I) Enhancing spontaneous emission with special optical cavities [1-3], (II) Controlling ionization from atoms and molecules by applying external control fields [4], and (III) Creating topological mode converters in quantum-optical systems [5]. I will conclude by explaining how these principles can be applied to discover new phenomena in mechanical systems.